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Editorial
A brief journey through the pages of this issue of “Focus on Zinc” confirms
a trend that has been established over a number of years: applications of our
material to the facades of buildings are becoming increasingly predominant.
This trend may be explained by architects seeking ever more sophisticated
materials to cover their buildings, breaking away from the established codes
of hard metals and glass. At the same time I like to think that the trend is also
explained by our own efforts in actively promoting zinc as a material that can
bring a new esthetic dimension to the facades of modern buildings.
Our palette of colors is unique in the zinc industry and the added esthetic
qualities of our range of surface aspects provides a new approach to the esthetics
of the building envelope.
Meanwhile we have been developing a product offer that provides architects
with a vision of how our material may be laid on vertical surfaces. Our existing
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panoply of long panels and top-range cassettes has recently been completed
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by an exciting middle-range cassette that opens up zinc façade applications to
façade specialists and traditional zinc installers alike. VMZ Mozaik is already
present in one of the projects shown in this edition of “Focus on Zinc” and we
hope to show you many more in the future.
Whether by providing complex and complete systems ready to be installed on the
facades of buildings or by simply providing expert transforming companies with
the metal needed to make exclusive systems, we are convinced that zinc will find
its position on the facades of the most prestigious buildings in the years to come.
Meanwhile, we hope you enjoy the examples that are presented to you in this
edition of “Focus in Zinc”.
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Norway
Renaissance
Public Buildings
Cultural Centre,
Drammen
Architect(s)
LPO Arkitekter AS
Contractor
Buskerud Blikk & Sveis AS
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing Seam
Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
2,000 m2

Cities all over Europe are reclaiming their industrial

The front of the new building is decidedly modern,

wastelands and the town of Drammen, 40 kilometres

while its side and rear facades blend harmoniously

south-west of Oslo in Norway, is no exception.

with the existing industrial buildings. The walls of

On the banks of the river Drammenselva, an old

these facades are lower and connect with the old

paper mill was transformed into a state of the art

constructions, which can be easily identiﬁed by their

cultural centre. Three universities have branches in

brickwork facades. Zinc is the link between past and

this new facility that boasts a total surface area of

present, connecting the structure of the old industrial

22,000 m² and also houses several libraries, cinemas

buildings (originally covered in black metal) and the

and shops in buildings that are new or renovated

modern lacquered aluminium structure of the huge

by the LPO architecture and design studio.

glass facade. Zinc is also used on certain sections of

The Norwegian name of the new complex –

wall to delineate independent surfaces. The architects

Papirbredden (paper roll) - evokes the creativity

discovered preweathered zinc by chance when they

generated by a blank page that can be covered with

were exploring dark materials that can be installed

the texts of research or activity reports.

on facades. Lisbeth Halseth, project manager for

In former times, the plant’s position next to the

LPO Arkitekter, remembers her pleasant surprise on

river was ideal for wood supply. Today, Papirbredden

discovering ANTHRA-ZINC - the surface aspect used

uses its position by the water like a stage: a large

to unify the different parts of the operation.

glass facade overlooks the river like a transparent
afﬁrmation of the public nature of the building.
In winter time the complex is like a lighthouse and
with the lights from its reading rooms reﬂected in
the river it becomes the main attraction in the area.
A new footbridge aligned with the side facade
provides a new angle from which to view the centre
and further highlights its theatrical aspect.

Photos: TT Foto, Torbjørn Tandberg, Norway.
Drawings: LPO Arkitekter AS, Norway.
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Italy
Counterpoints
Public Buildings
Conference Centre,
Vallelunga
Architect(s)
Roberto Pirazzini
Giovanna Battistini
Contractor
Tecnoimage Srl
Technique(s)
VMZ double lock
standing seam
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
2,000 m2

A leafy area in the countryside near Rome, a green

One of the walls has a very uneven relief, reminiscent

valley with rolling hills and a motor racing track in

of the numerous tuff quarries in the area.

the middle. It’s difﬁcult to imagine a more striking

The blue plaster, like an ode to artiﬁciality, symbolises

contrast: undergrowth and asphalt, nature and

utter refusal of mimicry whereas environmental

technology, the indolent rhythm of the seasons and

requirements meet full compliance. The facades are

the mechanical speed of engines… The architects who

equipped with solar protection systems designed

designed the conference centre next to the race track

according to the direction of exposure: blinds,

deliberately sought out these contrasts when they

a portico and sun screens, designed to minimize

designed a totally contextual building. As the context

internal overheating and use of air conditioning.

was clearly divided between two opposing realms,

Natural materials were used for the main conference

the architects decided to favour both aspects equally.

room, which features wood cladding with

The materials and openings of the volume waver

sophisticated acoustics.

constantly between the natural and the artiﬁcial,
apparently favouring the former only to better
highlight the latter, demonstrating the principle
of reconciliation rather than opposition.
The shape of the roof is reminiscent of the
surrounding hills but distinct from them thanks to its
metal material symbolising the world of technology
and motor racing. The grey colour of QUARTZ-ZINC
asserts the artiﬁciality of the building. The sky is
reﬂected in it and is sometimes difﬁcult to distinguish
from it, depending on the weather. The large
windows create continuity between the interior of the
building and the countryside outside, an impression
that is heightened by the fact that the centre is built
on a plot about 12 metres above the track, and offers
a spectacular view of the surrounding landscape.
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Photos: Fotosport. Biz & Pier Mario Ruggeri, Italy.
Drawings: VMZINC® Design Assistance Ofﬁce, Italy.
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France
High-precision design
Public Buildings

Urban renovation aims to improve living conditions

The metal material was ﬁrst installed on the facades

Regional
administrative centre,
Évreux

in deprived areas that are often made up of social

most exposed to the Normandy rain. In order

housing complexes that were built in the euphoria

to achieve architectural effect, it was then also used

of the post-war era and that are now in extremely

on the facades less affected by weather conditions.

poor repair. Renovation programmes have no qualms

The position of the buildings’ openings was dictated

about resorting to demolition when necessary, often

by the layout of the zinc, which also regulates

resulting in the total transformation of an area.

the design of the facade. The zinc modules deﬁne

In La Madeleine neighbourhood on the outskirts

the height of the tall strip of window on the southern

of Évreux, a tower block was replaced by an

walls of the building, and also the width of the

administrative centre providing a series of services

window on the northern wall. Rather than use

hitherto unavailable in the area – a dispensary,

standard cassettes, the architect chose elements that

a social and medical centre and regional social

were specially formed for the project, providing top

services. The different services in the new building

quality ﬂashings for speciﬁc aspects like corners and

are organised around a central patio. On the street

reveals, with large strips of aluminium ﬂashings.

side, a forecourt, a short colonnade and a water

To ensure proper coordination of the masonry and its

feature form a series of public spaces that help the

metal cladding, precise measurements of the building

building to blend into the town and facilitate access

were taken during construction.

Architect(s)
Pierre Lombard
Contractor
Cobeima (facade) Joly Contractors (roof)
Technique(s)
VMZ Flatlock panel
System(s)
VMZ Structural rooﬁng
Aspect(s)
VMZINC® Natural
Surface in zinc
850 m2

to the centre for people with reduced mobility.
The building is equipped with several environmental
systems: green roofs, solar collectors and a pond with
plants for water collection.
The most striking feature of this regional
administrative centre is its facades, which are clad
in a combination of zinc and wood.
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Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
Drawings: Pierre Lombard, France.
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Australia
Unity of place
Private House

Balmoral is an area on the outskirts of Sydney that

connect the intimate space of the house with

Balmoral - Mosman

marks the northern entrance of the harbour and

the surrounding site. Thanks to these cleverly

Architect(s)
Nigel Parsons,
Envirospace

its many bays. It is part of the town of Mosman,

positioned openings, the building never blocks out

home to one of the seventy beaches in the greater

the landscape. The panoramic view of the bay

Sydney area and boasts magniﬁcent views of the city.

can be admired from the back of the plot.

When Nigel Parsons was asked to design a private

The wall cladding plays an important part in the

house in this area that has become an upmarket part

deconstruction of spatial limits: red PIGMENTO was

of the city, he decided against ostentation, opting

chosen for its elegance and used to clad both internal

instead to use architecture to highlight the qualities

and external walls. It creates unity between interior

of the site rather than to create an object that would

and exterior, extending both, blurring the traditional

exhibit the social status of the owner.

divides between habitat, city and territory.

Contractor
Sterland Rooﬁng
System(s)
VMZ Interlocking panel
Aspect(s):
Red PIGMENTO®
Surface in zinc
250 m2

The house is both contemporary and discreet.
Nigel Parsons designed a system here that could
be described as extensive: the separation between
interior and exterior is abolished on the plot and
beyond. Large windows and narrow openings

Photos: VMZinc Australia, Australia.
Drawings: Nigel Parsons of Envirospace,
Australia.
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Belgium
Sculptural
Private House
Genk
Architect(s)
Architectenbureau Peter
Cornoedus & Partners
Contractor
Karel van Vlierbergen
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
440 m2

Seen from the street, the Kerckhof house is discreet:

The result is effective and on the other three facades

apart from the front door, no other openings

this house looks like a sculpture made from

break the surface of this wood-covered cube to

the assembly of three volumes that are

reveal the purpose of the building. Two zinc wings

differentiated and classiﬁed by texture and colour.

symmetrically positioned on either side of

Once through the front door, the walls begin to open.

the volume turn insistently towards the entrance.

The U-shaped layout is organised around a mineral

What surprises are hidden on the other side?

garden with a long rectangular pond. Most of

This project by the Peter Cornoedus agency

the openings overlook this space, making it the true

has a disconcerting dual dimension that is both

heart of the property.

extraordinary and ordinary.
The deliberate use of two materials was intended to
create a contemporary style that would distinguish
the house from those in the neighbouring estate.
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Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
Drawings: PcP architects, Belgium.
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Denmark
Countryside offices
Ofﬁce Building

The Energinet.dk ofﬁce building emerges from

its ofﬁces face a three-storey atrium with natural

Energinet, Fredericia

the landscape like a long dark line drawn across

lighting and a fountain in the middle. The interior

Architect(s)
HVIDT ARKITEKTER

the agricultural plains of Jutland. It is reminiscent of

layout facilitates staff communication and circulation:

the functionally built agricultural hangars favoured by

a large access balcony on the ﬁrst ﬂoor provides

Contractor
Søren Østergaard A/S

contemporary artists for their simplicity and solidity.

access to all ofﬁces on this level and stairs are

But this pure volume clad with anthracite zinc is not

positioned to encourage people to choose them

Technique(s)
VMZ Horizontal
standing seam

a garage for combine harvesters or tractors.

instead of elevators. The walls are clad with wood

It is the head ofﬁce of a cutting edge green energy

and the lighting is integrated into the transparent

distribution company.

balustrades, minimizing the visual presence of

Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®

It was only ﬁtting that the walls of the building

technology and leaving pride of place to nature.

Surface area in zinc
3,000 m2

should illustrate the company’s commitment to
the environment, so architects Hvidt and Moolgard
designed this eco-responsible building that consumes
25 to 30% less energy than similar buildings.
The environmental design of the building does not
stop there. The entire ground ﬂoor is open and all
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Photos: Arkitektur - fotograferne, Martin Tørsleff, Denmark.
Drawings: HVIDT ARKITEKTER, Denmark.
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Spain
The Guggenheim effect
Public Buildings
Cultural centre,
Pola de Siero
Architect(s)
Jose Benito Diaz Prieto
& Maria José Fernandez
Fernandez
Contractor
Cubiertas Muños
Cubiertas
Internacionales SA
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam
Aspect(s)
Green PIGMENTO®
Surface in zinc
8,740 m2

The town of Pola de Siero in Asturias was inspired

sharply angular site. The auditorium is set on

by Bilbao’s urban metamorphosis, which began with

the largest section of the plot to ensure sufﬁcient

the now famous Guggenheim museum designed

space. The complex was built on a very low budget

by Frank Gehry. At the entrance to the town,

for this type of programme. The structure was built

a cultural centre including a library, a conservatory

in concrete or pre-cast concrete elements.

and a 640-seat auditorium has just been completed.

A diverse range of coatings was used to conceal the

The building, which aims to profoundly change

poor quality of elements cast on-site and to play

the town’s image, has a strikingly chaotic appearance

down the repetitive aspect of those manufactured

charged with deconstructivism and rotating

off-site. Wood stains and strips of wood were used

symmetry often used by the American architect

on interior walls. Where glass is not used on the

Peter Eisenman.

external facades they are covered with a skin of

According to José Benito Diaz and Maria José

green PIGMENTO® in standing seam. The metal

Fernandez, the two municipal architects who

was installed leaving a gap to allow air circulation,

designed the programme, the shape of the building

reproducing a bioclimatic device locally called

reﬂects the condition of contemporary man.

“Galeria” and used in traditional architecture to

It was designed to echo a universe in motion, with

regulate differences in temperature in houses.

no dominant shape, just a suggestive multitude of
positions and situations in the space it occupies.
The plot on which it is built is a strangely shaped
elongated right-angled triangle. The architects quite
pragmatically broke the programme down into three
separate entities that were erected to adapt to this
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Photos: FotoAsturias, S.L. & Maria José Fernandez Fernandez, Spain.
Drawings: Jose Benito Diaz Prieto & Maria José Fernandez Fernandez, Spain.
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Germany
Ottensen street corners
Ofﬁce building

Altona was an agricultural town in its own right

The result today is numerous triangular plots like

before it became an industrial suburb of the port

the one occupied by this new ofﬁce building.

of Hamburg. Like so many other suburbs in Europe,

Maximising the ﬂoor area was not the only reason

Altona - and in particular the Ottensen district of

the architects and their client opted for this slender

the suburb - suffered from industrial decline. But after

form, illustrated in the plans by long narrow spaces.

a period of stagnation, the area began thriving again

They wanted to respect the highly local constructive

and has now become one of Hamburg’s “hot spots”.

tradition of the street corner building. As a malleable

One sign of this transformation is the corner

material zinc was ideal for cladding the curved

ofﬁce building at 290 FriedenAllee. Its design is

walls that form a circular arc and are covered with

Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®

reminiscent of some of the masterpieces of German

ﬂatlock panels. In this modern design, the architects

expressionism, especially the Petersdorff department

alternate metal cladding with glass and the result is

Surface in zinc
2,120 m2

store designed by Erich Mendelsohn

a succession of full and empty volumes, of lightness

in Wroclaw in 1927. For locals, its unusual shape on

and weight, creating a contemporary Ottensen street

a corner site could recall the prow-shaped tips of

corner.

Hamburg
Architect(s)
Behrendt
Wohnungsbau KG
Contractor
Fuchs
Technique(s)
VMZ Flatlock panel

the angular corner buildings so common in Ottensen.
These buildings originated due to the architectural
constraints imposed by the urban layout of
meandering streets built along the old narrow roads
that used to lead to the market gardens that over
the years became land for construction.

Photos: Jörg Seiler, Germany.
Drawings: Behrendt Wohnungsbau KG (GmbH & Co.), Hamburg, Germany.
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Poland
Deceptively simple
Private house

At a ﬁrst glance, nothing distinguishes this house

a graphic aspect to the facade, the wood cladding

Warsaw

on the outskirts of Warsaw from typical suburban

used on the gables gives a certain warmth to the

houses all over the world. It is crowned with

envelope.

a simple double-sloped roof and blends harmoniously

Zinc was also used on the roof and the facade and

into the general atmosphere of this residential

creates an abstract texture that highlights

neighbourhood. But closer observation reveals

the modern aspect of the house. The large windows

the work of the architect in details like the large

create continuity between the small garden and

windows, the layout of zinc and the overhang

the immense open-plan living room laid out around

of the roof that protects the ground ﬂoor patio.

a sculptural staircase. This totally modernist layout is

On this small plot (600 m²), the architect Damian

concealed behind an apparently traditional exterior.

Architect(s)
FO, arch. Damian
Kotwicki
Contractor
Proﬁl-Dach,
Waldemar Piela
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
200 m2

Kotwicki wanted to create a contemporary house
with a traditional volume for the young couple who
hired him. The materials are decisive in making
the ordinary extraordinary: the brick joints give
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Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
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France
Zero energy
Ofﬁce Building

Urban history is full of unexpected events and

ventilation systems all contribute to reducing energy

Saint Denis

the Plaine Saint-Denis area on the north-eastern

requirements. Air-conditioning was banished and

Architect(s)
Cabinet Jourda

outskirts of Paris is an example. This completely

blinds minimize the level of calories from solar

abandoned industrial zone is undergoing spectacular

radiation. Concrete ﬂoors facilitate a technique called

transformation and fast becoming a breeding ground

night cooling consisting of night storage of calories that

for the architecture of the future. The construction

can be re-used during the day. These elements bring

of the Stade de France on the site of the old Landy

energy consumption down to 40 kWep/m²/year,

factory was the catalyst for the gradual metamorphosis

a level that the solar panels installed on the roof

of this district. Old factory buildings were progressively

and gables of the building will compensate by

replaced by ofﬁce buildings, facilities and shops.

42 kWep/m²/year, making it theoretically possible

This transformation also led to extreme modernisation:

to achieve lower than the 0 energy target level.

obsolete buildings were replaced by buildings featuring

Mediacom did not limit sustainability to energy

the latest advances in sustainable development,

efﬁciency. The building is designed to be sustainable

a requirement that today is omnipresent. On this

in every possible way. Its proximity to public transport

spectrum of environmental architecture, the Mediacom

networks provides a means to reduce greenhouse

3 ofﬁce building designed by Jourda architects goes

gas emissions. The use of zinc, which was chosen

even further than its peers. It goes further than

for its durability and recyclability, is another element

the required BBC* levels as it aims for energy self-

that contributes to making this ofﬁce building truly

sufﬁciency. Several devices have been implemented

sustainable.

Contractor
Astragale
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam,
VMZ Flatlock panel
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
3,000 m2

to reach this level of efﬁciency. The creation of a
compact shape housing narrow ﬂoors of ofﬁces
naturally lit from both sides, reinforcement of
insulation, triple-glazed windows and double-ﬂow
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*Energy consumption lower than 50 kWh in primary energy,
per square metre per year, all energy included (heating,
lighting, hot water, air conditioning). Equivalent to labels such
as Minergie in Switzerland and Passivhaus in Germany.

Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
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United Kingdom
Futuristic studios
Public Buildings

Stockport, a town approximately ten kilometres

hardware that has had a major impact on the overall

College of Technology,
Stockport

south-east of Manchester, recently launched

project budget. To keep within the budget without

an ambitious urban renewal programme called

cutting back on architectural quality, the architects

Architect(s)
Austin-Smith Lord,
Liverpool

“Future Stockport”. Alongside the renewal of

worked closely with the building contractors and

the town centre, Stockport College of Technology

engineers to optimize structures and develop

organised its own renewal programme. Some of

solutions for on-site pre-fabrication. The client

the old buildings on the centre of the campus were

wanted a solid-looking building. Austin-Smith Lord

demolished and the site was completely restructured

met this requirement by using raw materials:

to cater to the needs of contemporary teaching.

the studios needed to have abundant natural lighting

The college has several departments - design,

so the facades are dominated by a repetition of

fashion, engineering – featuring the latest

slender ceiling to ﬂoor windows. The class rooms

technologies.

overlooking the studios are opaque and clad in dark

The Austin-Smith Lord agency took charge of both

grey zinc: a material that gives a strong expression

the blueprint for the campus and the two new

to this new part of the campus and expresses

studios at its entrance. The overall plan aims to create

the solidity and durability desired by the college

harmonious architecture and open up new paths and

directors.

Contractor
Bell zinc & Copper
Rooﬁng on behalf of
DBR Leadworks
Technique(s)
VMZ Flatlock panel,
VMZ Sine wave proﬁle
System(s)
VMZ Interlocking panel
Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®
Surface area in zinc
8,000 m2

roads to facilitate circulation both on campus and to
and from the town. Most of the activity here takes
place in large buildings equipped with expensive
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Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
Drawings: Austin-Smith Lord, United Kingdom.
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USA
Collision on Hollywood Boulevard
Public Buildings

The new Madame Tussauds wax museum can be

This building, hailed by the Los Angeles Business

Madame Tussauds,
Los Angeles

found on Hollywood Boulevard, a stone’s throw

Council as one of the 20 most striking architectural

from Grauman’s Chinese Theater – a replica of a

designs of the year, almost never saw the light of

Architect(s)
Jag/RoTo Architecture

Chinese pagoda in front of which ﬁlm stars leave

day. Heritage conservation associations were opposed

their handprints on the pavement. Even though this

to its construction and the architects had to juggle

world renowned avenue already boasts a number of

with urban regulations dictating details as minute

spectacular buildings, RoTo Architects still managed

as railing dimensions so that the architecture would

to cause surprise. Far from pastiches, neo-Egyptian

facilitate movement. Visitors may move through

imitations and other exotic designs, Michael Rotondi

the corridors of the museum or take an architectural

(formerly of Morphosis Architects) and his colleagues

walk between the fragments of red walls textured

designed a programme that plays on deconstruction

by the joints of red PIGMENTO® cladding, and,

and collision, a controlled chaos of zinc covered

through the coloured openings, discover new views

trapezoidal wall sections with large windows and

of the city.

Contractor
GES Sheet Metal
Technique(s)
VMZ Flatlock panel
Aspect(s)
Red PIGMENTO®
Surface in zinc
7,600 m2

shade structures. The new museum, which is built
on a site the architect knew as a child, is decidedly
urban and designed to regenerate a little of the
friendly atmosphere Rotondi experienced as
a youth going to the cinema with friends. A forecourt
between the two main wings of the museum
provides an open space where people can meet
before or after visiting the museum.
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Photos: Farshid Assassi, USA.
Drawings: Jag/RoTo Architecture, USA.
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Spain
Neighbourhood building
Commercial
Buildings

The inland town of Sant Cugat del Vallès, 20 km

The intermediary scale of the neighbourhood is

north-west of Barcelona, is best known for its

reﬂected by some enclosing of the public spaces.

Collective
Housing

monastery, which was founded in the 9th century

The loggias and facade textures convey the smaller,

and completed in the 14th century. With the arrival

residential dimension of the complex. Zinc cladding

Mixed use ofﬁceapartment building,
Sant Cugat del Vallès

of the railway in the 19th century, the prosperous

was the perfect choice for these architectural

medieval town gradually became a quiet suburb

requirements while also complying with budgetary

of the Catalonian capital. A healthy birth rate and

constraints. The corrugated sine wave proﬁle opens

an inﬂux of new inhabitants gave a new lease of life

different interpretations of the building depending

to the town. The mixed use programme of housing,

on the distance from which it is observed: at a close

ofﬁces and retail units designed by EMBA architects is

glance, the curves make the walls look as though

a sign of this second wind. It is built on the outskirts

they are vibrating. At further distances from

of the town, on a large section of land belonging

the building, these vibrations fade, and the mass of

to the municipality, close to a public transport stop

the building is gradually expressed. The architect’s

and it seems to form a new entrance to the urban

choice of dark grey zinc initially generated a certain

area of Sant Cugat del Vallès.

reticence. A variation in natural zinc was suggested,

The programme is made up of several buildings

and two scale 1 tests were carried out to try out

forming streets and courtyards. The architects wanted

the two options. In the end, the ANTHRA-ZINC version -

Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®

to combine three different scales in this complex:

which provides greater resistance to ultraviolet rays -

the scale of the territory, the scale of the

was chosen. A choice that has proven felicitous:

Surface in zinc
4,000 m2

neighbourhood and the more intimate scale of

the contrast with the sky heightens the presence of

the housing unit. A large overhang connects

this new neighbourhood that ﬁts neatly into the town

the complex with the town centre and expresses

despite its striking shape.

Architect(s)
EMBA – Estudi MassipBosch arquitectos,
Enric Massip Bosch
Contractor
FCV
Technique(s)
perforated horizontal
and vertical VMZ
standing seam,
perforated horizontal
and vertical VMZ sine
wave proﬁle

the larger dimension.

Photos: Jordi Bernadó, Spain & Paul Kozlowski, France.
Drawings: Estudi Massip-Bosch arquitectos, Spain.
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China
Post-industrial
Public buildings

”Better city, Better life” was the theme of

The building, which bears witness to the industrial

Exhibitions centre and
restaurants, Shanghai

the Universal Exposition held in Shanghai from June

development of the city, was safeguarded and

to October 2010. In an area measuring ﬁve square

completely restructured. Its walls were externally

Architect(s)
Architectural Design
& Research Institute of
Tongji University Original Design Studio Doctor Zhang Ming

kilometres, participants with their respective pavilions

insulated and covered with a skin of grey zinc,

were invited to propose a vision of the city of

substituting a sustainable material for the original

the future. The site of the Exposition was highly

metal cladding that had rusted on the facade.

symbolic: prior to the Exposition, it was occupied by

The renovations complied with the 3R principle -

a saw mill.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - and are designed to be

The event marked the disappearance of heavy

sustainable: the photovoltaic cells on the rooﬁng

industry from this central area in this most populated

replaced the coal that the station previously used

city in China, which is rapidly developing.

to generate electricity. Now the building is a mere

After the Expo, most of the pavilions were taken

recipient of electricity supply and houses restaurants

down and freed up space for a potential new

and temporary exhibitions.

Contractor
ShanDong XiongShi
Building Decoration
Engineering Co. Ltd
System(s)
VMZ Interlocking panel
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
5,000 m2

neighbourhood. Some, however, remain,
as is the case of the “Pavilion of the Future”.
The shape of the building and its central chimney
leave no doubt: the Future found refuge in an old
factory, an electric power plant to be speciﬁc.

Photos: Hantu Photography & Rover LUO, China.
Drawings: TJARDI, China.
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Denmark
Metal origami
Private house
Silkeborg
Architect(s)
3xN & M2
Contractor
Hovedgård
Blikkenslagerforretning
ApS
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam
Aspect(s)
ANTHRA-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
200 m2

Private houses may be favoured by residents all over

Kip Villa, designed by 3xN Architects, is part of

the world, but architects and urban planners have

this operation. Its shape was inspired by Origami,

some trouble with them and their biggest problem

the Japanese art of paper folding that is highly

is poor architectural quality. Would it be possible, with

popular among contemporary architects.

an equivalent budget, to produce a contemporary

The paper and its fold are materialised by the use

residence other than the sad ﬁgure of the double-

of homogenous materials: ANTHRA-ZINC for the roof

slope roofed house so common the world over?

and black lasure wood strips on the facade.

Many architects want to reply “yes” to this question

The diagonal windows also seem to follow the fold

and are seeking more creative alternatives.

of the paper. Most of the large windows overlook

In Denmark, a private contractor decided to try and

the exterior and make the large, spacious living room

innovate on individual housing by creating a sort of

wonderfully bright. This atypical contemporary house

model estate with houses designed by the country’s

had no problem ﬁnding takers: 54 models were built

best architects.

all over Denmark.
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Photos: Arkitektur – fotograferne, Martin Tørsleff, Denmark.
Drawings: 3xN & M2, Denmark.
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New Zealand
Modern bas-relief
Public buildings
Gymnasium,
St Kentigern College
Auckland
Architect(s)
Malcolm Bowes
Architectus
Contractor
Metal Design Solutions Ltd
Technique(s)
VMZ Standing seam,
VMZ Flatlock panel
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
650 m2

Vision 5: this is the name of the campus restructuring

The topography was a major challenge for

project at Saint Kentigern secondary school near

the architects: the school is set on steeply sloping

Auckland. Five as in the number of stages leading

land featuring remarkable trees and open air sports

to the complete makeover of this educational

ﬁelds that limit the surface of land available for

establishment, featuring a new teaching building,

construction. The gymnasium is partially buried in

an arts and science department, a library, an

the hillside. It is almost invisible from the highest

administrative centre and a sports centre.

point of the site and only becomes entirely visible at

The design of the latter was entrusted to the

the bottom of the slope. A large rectangle of textured

Architectus studio, which also designed the overall

zinc covers the majority of the facade:

development plan for the site. The sports centre

more like a sculpture than a wall, its surface features

was the ﬁrst part of the Vision 5 programme to be

nine elements depicting a monumental reverse

delivered, and as such preﬁgures the future campus

version of the “diamond head” motif present in

and symbolises its renewal. It includes a gymnasium,

certain renaissance palaces. The reinterpretation

two class rooms, a ﬁtness centre, dressing rooms and

of a classic design in a contemporary style made it

storage areas for sports equipment.

possible for the architects to free themselves from
design constraints and turn a blind wall into a unique
symbol of the campus as a whole. This symbol of
renewal was inaugurated during the school’s jubilee.
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Photos: Kallan Macleod of Kallan photography, New Zealand.
Drawings: Malcolm Bowes Architectus, New Zealand.
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France
Suburban minimalism
Public buildings

Architecture and urbanism are two disciplines that

The windows, which were chosen in the RAL colour

Extension to the
College of Technology,
Sarcelles

produce what Umberto Eco described as an open

closest to that of the preweathered QUARTZ-ZINC®,

work: designers work in a speciﬁc context and often

were installed ﬂush with the cladding cassettes.

continue or complete the work of other designers.

This gives the volume of the building a reﬁned

In Sarcelles, Antoinette Robain and Claire Guieysse

appearance, like a precious object. The jambs and

were in charge of extending the college of

recessed joints create rectangular designs reminiscent

technology built in the 1970s. The original building

of the paintings of Piet Mondrian. Printwork on

features a multitude of architectural expressions,

the windows distributes a homogenous white light

slants and projections that are as different as they

as a further reminder of the white surfaces of

are chaotic. To counteract these cacophonic shapes,

Mondrian’s paintings, heightening the similarity

the architects tried to create silence through

to the work of the founder of Neo-Plasticism.

Architect(s)
Robain & Guieysse
Contractor
C2IP
System(s)
VMZ Cassettes
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
450 m2

minimalism.
The extension, which is much smaller than
the original building, winds neatly around a staircase
and features two separate entities: ofﬁce spaces
behind glass facades and a cube of zinc with
numerous windows.
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Photos: Paul Kozlowski, France.
Drawings: VMZINC® Design Assistance Ofﬁce, France.
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USA
A haven in the forest
Private house
Cincinnati
Architect(s)
José Garcia
Contractor
Kelley & Carpenter
Refrigeration & Sheet
Metal
System(s)
Dri-Design cassette
(marketed outside
the USA under the
VMZ Mozaik brand)
Aspect(s)
QUARTZ-ZINC®,
ANTHRA-ZINC®
Surface in zinc
1,650 m2

After studying architecture in Argentina, José Garcia

The architect chose zinc to create striking effects at

opened José Garcia Design studio in the United

a reasonable price and because it requires little or

States. Soon after it opened the studio was awarded

no maintenance. The volume of the house is not as

several large contracts to build clinics and renovate

simple as it seems. The rectangle of zinc cassettes

ofﬁce buildings. But it was the design of several

was opened up to create a sheltered patio. At the

private houses that really put Garcia in the spotlight.

entrance, visitors are greeted by a huge canopy with

The smaller scale and less constrained nature of

horizontal and vertical sections also covered in zinc

these projects enabled him to develop a particular

cassettes. It seems like the entrance to a large room,

style combining raw materials, experimental

heightening the sense of ambiguity and blurring

installation and modern architectural expression:

the divide between interior and exterior, which is

large, full length windows that project the occupier

often unclear around the perimeter of the house,

into the natural landscape around the house.

making it appear in total symbiosis with nature.

The architect designed at least two houses for clients
with plots in wooded areas. A ﬁrst house - the Schon
house - built in 2004, uses diverse materials in a
forest clearing in Ohio. The Zinc House is also built in
a forest clearing. On a base that compensates a slight
slope, Garcia erected two volumes with walls covered
in a single material that frames the large windows.
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Photos: Ryan Kurtz, USA.
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